
Using the VE7VIC DMR Repeater 
 

Welcome! This document should help you to connect and successfully use the new VE7VIC DMR Repeater. 
But it will not reinvent the wheel - more thorough documents on DMR and codeplug programming are 
provided via links. 
 
Basics First 
 

1) Decide which DMR radio to purchase (ensure it is capable of Tier II DMR) 
2) Register your callsign to get your unique DMR ID 
3) Ask around the WARA community to see if you can import another user’s working CPS database for 

your specific radio, rather than having to build one from scratch. Current DMR users in Victoria are 
VE7BEU, VE7ALB, VE7OES, VE7SDH, VE7EA, VE7VSL, VE7BNB, VE7KAJ, ... 

 
VE7VIC DMR Repeater Specifics 
 

● Rx Freq = 443.95 MHz, Tx Freq = 448.95 MHz, Colour Code = 1 
● Pi-Star Digital Voice Dashboard IP address: 44.135.219.41 
● BrandMeister Network ; Brandmeister “last heard” 
● Location: Mt. McDonald, perhaps at Triangle Mountain for testing/repairs. 
● Hardware: Bridgecom repeater, Pi-Star MMDVM image on a  DVMega/RPi3 board as control and 

vocoder 
 
Connect to the Local Repeater Talkgroup 
 

1) Write a valid CPS database to your radio using a borrowed one or construct your own using 
information from here. See also last two pages of this document. 

2) The primary “local” TG is 3183, called “Local Net 1”, and it is on TS1. This is where local Victoria 
area DMR repeater users chat. 

3) Open your web browser to the Pi-Star Dashboard, key up the 3183TG with a PTT kerchunk for 2 
seconds or so and see if the dashboard registers your RF. If yes, make a local call and get a signal 
quality report from a local ham. If not, something is amiss with your codeplug or your signal is not 
strong enough to activate the repeater. 

4) You can also test your radio with another ham using a DMR direct frequency such as 441.0 MHz. 
 
Connect to Network Talkgroups 
 

1) All network (non-local) talkgroups are only available using TS2 and are “on-demand” (dynamic) 
2) Activation of any dynamic TG requires a 1-2 second PTT kerchunk. 
3) Normal dynamic TG’s stay active for 10 minutes, tactical TG’s for 15 mins. 
4) The “handoff” timer is 15 seconds (the number of seconds after which a TimeSlot becomes available 

for any TG to use) 
5) Listen first!. Most DMR radios have an LED which indicates if at least one time slot is active. 
6) It may be useful to use “Monitor” or “Promiscuous” mode to ensure you receive the active TG on 

your TS if you do not have Rx Groups set up to do so.  

https://www.dmr-marc.net/cgi-bin/trbo-database/register.cgi
http://44.135.219.41/
https://brandmeister.network/
https://brandmeister.network/?page=repeater&id=302707
https://www.jeffreykopcak.com/category/amateur-radio/dmr-in-amateur-radio/
http://44.135.219.41/


7) If not being used by a local you may switch TG’s to whichever one you wish. 
8) Refer to this list of Brandmeister TG’s 

 
Etiquette 
 

● Do not try to switch TG’s if a net is being monitored by another local user. Listen first and use the 
Dashboard to check. 

● Do not use nationwide or worldwide TG’s for long QSO’s. Initiate contact and then move to a TAC 
(probably not TAC310). This frees up repeaters for others. 

● Use the Brandmeister “Parrot” talkgroup (TG9990, private call, TS2) to echo a digital recording of 
your voice. This is important for you to determine how far to speak from the microphone, how to 
avoid breath pops (usually by speaking sideways along the microphone hole) and what volume of 
voice to use. These 3 techniques will affect your audio quality. 

● Use TAC311 or TAC312 for longer QSO’s without unintended interruptions. TG TAC310 is very 
active, mostly by USA amateurs. “Lurking” predominates as does kerchunking. If you hear QSO’s 
they are usually very short. Constant monitoring of this TG becomes annoying quickly. 

● More Canadian-based QSO’s can be had on Canada English (TG3026). 
● The networked nature of DMR requires about a 2 second pause between overs. You can force this 

on your DMR channels by using “Admit Criteria” = Colour Code or Channel Free. 
 
Other Suggestions 
 

● If you desire full control of useable talkgroups without tying up VE7VIC DMR repeater timeslots or 
are out of range of any DMR repeater then consider purchasing a “spot” device. 

● Intelligent programming of your Rx Group Lists can negate the need for Scan Lists 
● Repeaters other than VE7VIC may be on networks other than Brandmeister. Hence the TG’s hosted 

by them may be a subset, and may have different names and ID’s. This applies to the Vancouver 
and AF7PR - KE7SFF repeaters. 

 
Other Regional DMR Repeaters 
 
With an external UHF base station antenna most amateurs in the CRD area should be able to reach both 
AF7PR (Lookout Mtn., Bellingham WA) and KE7SFF (Haystack Mtn., Sultan WA). These DMR repeaters 
and their TG’s are fully described here. These may be useful in the event of VE7VIC failure, but would 
require more complexity to your codeplug and a good antenna/location. Amateurs on Salt Spring Island and 
areas closer to Vancouver should be able to reach one of the two Vancouver area DMR repeaters - details 
here.  
 
Nets 
 
Participating in DMR nets is a great way to learn more about the system and meet other DMR users. Here 
are some nets to be aware of: 

● WorldWide DMR Net: Saturdays 1700UTC, TG 91 
● North America DMR Tech Net: Wednesdays, 1700EST, TG 93 
● Pacific Northwest DMR Net: Wednesdays, 1900PST, TG 31771 
● VE7LE Canada DMR Net: Sundays, 2100EST, TG 302 
● TAC310 Tech Talk Net: Sundays, 1700PST, TG 310 

http://www.mw0mwz.co.uk/dmr_bm_talkgroups.php
https://wiki.brandmeister.network/index.php/Parrot
https://wiki.brandmeister.network/index.php/Canada
http://arrl-ohio.org/digital/Amateur%20Radio%20Digital%20Hotspot%20Comparison.pdf
http://www.bcfmca.bc.ca/dmr.php
http://www.trbo.org/pnw/index.html
http://www.trbo.org/pnw/index.html
http://www.bcfmca.bc.ca/dmr.php


 
 

CodePlug Programming for the VE7VIC DMR Repeater: 
 A Very Brief Guide 

 
As described above, the easiest solution is to copy another VE7VIC DMR user’s codeplug specific to your 
radio. DMR Codeplug programming is quite involved. Below is a VERY brief outline: 
 
Terminology 
 
DMR radios and associated CPS software use commercial radio terminology that may be unfamiliar to 
amateurs: 
 

CPS = Customer Programming Software ≅ “Chirp” and equivalents 
Codeplug = database read from/written to radio to program frequencies/channels 

Colour Code = digital code to enable repeater key up ≅ CTCSS transmit tone 
Time Slot = the TDMA transmission slot (1 or 2), vital to get talkgroups working properly 
Talk Group = method of restricting reception depending on a code  ≅ CTCSS or DCS receive 
Digital Contacts = talk groups and their DMR codes, plus private call details  
Rx Group Lists = lists of talk groups which, if on the same time slot, will enable reception of said TG. 
(Sort of like an automated scan of any active channel in the list. Means that “Scan Groups” are less 
important). 

Zones = groups of channels,  ≅  memory banks 
Admit Criteria = methods to restrict transmission until either the time slot or colour code is free 

 
Unnecessary Steps 
 
At first glance your CPS software may look daunting as there are many “sections” in the left panel. In order 
to quickly get up and running on VE7VIC you can safely ignore the following:  Boot Item, Menu, Number Key 
Assign, Buttons, Text Message, Privacy, Signaling (Emergency) System, Scan, VFO (these sections may 
have slightly different names depending on your radio’s CPS). 
 
Suggested Codeplug Programming Sequence 
 

1. Ensure you have the latest firmware on your radio and matching CPS software version for that 
firmware 

2. Launch the CPS, connect your radio and read the default dataset from your radio. Save that file. 
3. Write the DMARC ID database to the radio, using the “Digital Contacts” wizard. 
4. Enter your callsign and DMR ID in “General Settings”. 
5. Enter “Digital Contacts” (talk groups). Include all those you feel you will ever use as this is the basis 

of the next steps. Start by using the groups listed here. Also include the Local TG3183, TS1 for local 
use. 

http://amateurradio.digital/wizard.php?radio=d868uv
https://wiki.brandmeister.network/index.php/Canada


6. Create your Rx Group Lists following this guide. Note that unless each Digital Contact is associated 
with an Rx Group List you may be unable to receive it on certain radios (e.g. the GD-77).  

7. Create all the “Channels” you require. This usually means one channel for every talk group per 
repeater. Ensure you get the Rx Group list correct and the TS. 

8. Create appropriate Zones (memory banks of channels) 
9. Double check all your data inputs 
10. Write the codeplug to the radio and test 
11. Edit codeplug as required, retest and backup your datafile. 

 
As stated above this guide is by no means comprehensive - it only provides you with a starting point and a 
suggested sequence. You will need to read the links provided in this document to successfully program your 
own codeplug. 
 
Links 
  
DMR Introduction 
DMR Technology 
BrandMeister Introduction 
DMR - Codeplug Terminology 
DMR - Codeplug Programming 
DMR Digital Contacts Wizard 
 
 
73’s Larry VE7EA 
mailto:lagagnon@gmail.com 
 
 
 
 

https://www.jeffreykopcak.com/category/amateur-radio/dmr-in-amateur-radio/
http://www.ve2cbs.com/VE2CBS/DMR_files/QST-Article-Introduction-to-Digital-Mobile-Radio-DMR-October-2015.pdf
http://www.raqi.ca/~ve2rae/dmr/Amateur_Radio_Guide_to_DMR.pdf
http://n8noe.us/DMR/files/BrandMeisterGettingStartedGuide.pdf
https://www.jeffreykopcak.com/2017/05/10/dmr-in-amateur-radio-terminology/
https://www.jeffreykopcak.com/category/amateur-radio/dmr-in-amateur-radio/
http://www.amateurradio.digital/index.php#wizard
mailto:lagagnon@gmail.com

